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Told in Dr. Seuss's classic verse and animated by award-winning director Chris
Renaud and his team at Illumination Entertainment, The Lorax follows the

journey of Ted (voiced by Ed Helms), as he sets out to find the Once-ler in order
to save the trees. He discovers that the Once-ler - an inhabitant of the land

beyond the trees who is threatened by the growth of a hideous creature called
the Plundering Piranha - is trying to become human, so that he may destroy and
consume the very trees that give his life meaning. In an exciting adventure filled
with comedy and heart, Ted joins forces with the Lorax to try and save the trees

from destruction before it's too late. The film's environmental message is
reinforced by strong, relevant art, a $2.25 million donation to charity by Geisel &

Company, Inc. and an unprecedented environmental impact of?4.3 million. To
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that end, according to the United Nations Environment Program and Forest
Trust, The Lorax brought the global environmental community?s message to a
new audience of children through a worldwide, multi-platform public awareness
campaign in which Dr. Seuss created a set of powerful, enduring characters who

speak for the trees. This is the second time that a film based on Theodor
Geisel?s work has been named a?top 10 family film? by the American Film

Institute. In a nationwide poll of more than 5,000 children, parents and teachers,
as well as AFI and American Libraries, The Lorax was ranked #6 in the Critic?s
Pick category. The film also received the 2010 AFI Award for?Best Family Film."
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